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Abstract  
In this research the structural properties for pure zinc oxide (ZnO) thin films and ZnO doped 

with (6 and 9) % weight percentage of copper have been investigated. The thin films have 

prepared by using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique, they synthesized by using the 

following parameters; Nd:YAG laser (λ=1064 nm), repetition rate of (6 Hz), pulse duration of 

(10 ns), energy (100 mJ) and vacuum pressure  (10
-5

 mbar). The thin films have deposited on 

glass substrate at (250
0
C). The XRD shown the films were polycrystalline in hexagonal phase 

with peaks belong to cubic phase. The calculations from XRD data shown the crystallite size 

decreasing from (46.98-56.57) nm for pure zinc oxide to (34.70 and 44.49 nm) for copper doped 

ZnO with (6 and 9) % respectively, other structure parameters (bond length, dislocation density, 

lattice constants, strain) have been calculated. Investigated by AFM and SEM confirm that thin 

films have high homogeneity and the grains have rod-like structure. The EDX diagram didn’t 

show any other phase which indicate that the doping substitution type because closeness between 

Zn and Cu atoms.   
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 الخلاصة
انُقٍح وانًشىتح  تًادج  انشقٍقح (ZnO)  فً هزا انثحس ذى دساسح انخىاص انرشكٍثٍح  لأغشٍح  اوكسٍذ انخاسطٍٍ 

 تاسرعًال ذقٍُح انرشسٍة تانهٍضسذى ذحؼٍشها  انشقٍقح  الأغشٍح ,  % (and 9 6) وصٍَه   وتُسة   (Cu)انُحاط

,(PLD)نٍضس  انًعهًاخ انرانٍح حٍس ذى ذحؼٍشها تاسرخذاو  Nd:YAG (λ=1064 nm)    , يعذل انرشدد     ,(6 Hz) 

10)وذحد ػغؾ  (mJ 100)وتطاقح  (ns 10)عشع َثؼح 
-5

 mbar)  .  ششائح يٍ عهى ذى ذشسٍثها  انشقٍقح  الأغشٍح

250)وعُذ دسظح حشاسج  انضظاض
0
C)  .  انسٍٍُح الأشعحتٍُد انُرائط حٍىد (XRD)  إٌ الأغشٍح راخ ذشكٍة يرعذد انرثهىس عُذ

 انثهىسياٌ انحعى   XRD ذؤكذ انحساتاخ انًسرحظهح يٍ قٍاساخ .انطىس انسذاسً يع ظهىس تعغ انقًى ذعىد نهطىس انًكعة

انًشىتح تًادج انُحاط  ZnOلأغشٍح  and 44.49 nm 34.70انُقٍح انى  ZnOلأغشٍح  nm (56.57-46.98)ٌرُاقض يٍ  

(6 and 9) %  انًطاوعح( لأغشٍح  ,شىاتد انشثٍكح  ,كصافح الاَخلاعاخ  ,عهى انرىانً كزانك ذى حساب )ؽىل اَطشج

يرعاَسح تشكم كثٍش واٌ انًحؼشج ذكىٌ  انشقٍقح  تأٌ الأغشٍح SEM و  AFM أكذخ انفحىطاخ تاسرخذاو  .انًحؼشج 

حذوز عًهٍح  ٌؤكذيًا   وظىد ؽىس ظذٌذنى ذظهش EDX    انًخططاخأٌ  .حثٍثاخ انًكىَح نها راخ ذشاكٍة شثه قؼٍثٍح

    .أشُاء عًهٍح انرشىٌة Cuو  Znاسرثذال تٍٍ كم يٍ رسج 

    AFM , SEM  ,(Cu)يشىتح  تانُحاط اوكسٍذ انخاسطٍٍ , ZnO  ,Nanoparticles, PLDانكهًاخ انًفراحٍح 9 
       

1. Introduction     
The invented first working LASER based on Ruby on May 16

th
 1960, from that time laser has 

been used as effective device play impotent role for a lot of scientific fields. One of these 

particularly application is in the materials processing technology [1]. Laser beam has certain unique 

characteristic, such as high monochromaticity, coherence (spatial & temporal), high brightness, and 

high energy density. If the laser beam has high enough power, material will melt and vaporize even 

for stiff and high heat resisted materials. Moreover attributed to excessive accuracy, high beam 
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quality, and easy integration with computer controlled (CNC) machines, lasers have numerous 

applications in the industry such as cutting, drilling, welding, materials modification and material 

surface treatment. There are also non-materials processing applications involving alignment, 

inspection and scanning. When high-power pulsed laser beam is focused inside chamber under 

vacuum or background gas to strike a target of the material that can be ablated and deposited onto 

different substrates to create high quality thin films. This technique of laser application is so-called 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [2-5]. 

In pulsed laser deposition, high pulsed laser beam is usually focused onto the surface of the 

target. If the absorption for laser radiation by the surface of target strong enough rapidly 

evaporation of the target materials will occur. The evaporated materials from target surface usually 

include highly excited and ionized species. They demonstrated themselves as glow plasma plume 

which expands along the direction normal to the target surface if the ablation occurs in vacuum. The 

interaction between laser ablation plume and a background gas is very important in PLD process, 

nanoparticles formation, and growth will be affected clearly [6]. Differently from expansion into a 

vacuum, the interaction of the plume with background gas is a far more complex gas dynamic 

process attributed to the existence of new physical processes such as deceleration, recombination, 

forming of shock waves, interpenetration, and aggregation [7,8]. Optimum characteristic of thin 

films were deposited by PLD technique require the use of a suitable gas to achieve high-quality 

films, for good conductivity and demanding transparency [9,10]. 
 

2. Experimental Method  
In this study, preparation technique of series of CuxZn1-xO thin films are (x=0 , 0.04, 0.06 , 

0.07, 0.09  ) where the characterization techniques are described. 

Special aspects of experimental strategies are also pointed out and elaborated wherever 

necessary. To preparation nanoparticles thin films, we used the PLD system it consist of main parts 

shows in figure (1). vacuum chamber, Q- switched Nd:YAG Laser, lens with focal length (30)cm, 

Quartz window, pressure monitoring, rotary pump, diffusion pump and Ar gas bottle. To 

preparation nanoparticles thin films used the following steps: 
 

1- Cleaned the vacuum chamber by acetone. 

2- Put glass Slides on a slides holder so that it is against the target on the rotated target holder and 

the distance between the target surface and the Slides 3 cm. 

3- The Nd:YAG Laser radiation is focused by lens with focal length 30 cm on the surface of a 

rotated target at the incident angle of approximately 45°. 

4- closed the vacuum chamber, close all valves and started the process of creates a vacuum , 

initially rotary vane pump which creates a vacuum of ~10
-3

 mbar ,diffusion pump becomes 

operational and can create a vacuum up to ~10
-6 

mbar. 

5- The substrate heated to (250
o
C) by using Halogen lamp to improve the adhesion of deposited 

material. 

6- After reaching the desired vacuum, vacuum chamber valve open and give laser pulses plasma 

column consists that contains nanoparticles which are deposited on the slide. 
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The structural properties of thin films were analyzed and calculated from XRD data with Cu 

Kα (λ=1.5406A°) by using  (XR – DIFRACTOMETER / 6000  ( , Shimadzu. The surface   

morphology of thin films have been investigated by SEM and  AFM (AC-AFM, PicoLE, Molecular 

Imaging) at Ferdowsi university of mashhad (Iran).  
 

3-Results and Discussion 
3.1 XRD Analysis      

To calculate constructively the spacing (d) between diffracting planes in a few specific 

directions, determined by Bragg's law [11]: 
 

2dsinθ= mλ       ……………. (1) 
          

Where  θ is  the  Bragg  angle, m is  any  integer,  and  λ  is  the  wavelength  of  the  beam of 

X-Ray, λ=0.15406 nm.  These specific directions shows as spots on the diffraction pattern called 

reflections. The lattice constants (a and c) can be found from the equations [8]: 
 

a  =   λ /3sinθ                          

c  =   λ / sinθ 

   
 

The crystallite size (Gs) of particles, or crystallites can be determined by using Scherer equation  

[12]: 
 

B

sG




cos

89.0
   ……………… (3) 

 

where 0.89 is the  shape factor, denoting the ratio of a particle's major dimension to its minor 

dimension , λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of intensity  in 

radians,  and  θ  is  the Bragg angle; G is the crystallite size.  

The strain (ε) can be calculated by using the relation [13]  

ε=




tan4

hkl
………………… (4) 

Fig.(1) PLD system Set-Up 

 

---------------(2) 
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The dislocation density (δ) known as the length of dislocation lines to crystal size (considered 

as the value of defect in samples) can be found by using the relation [14] 
 

δ = 1/ G
2

s   …………………….  (5)  
 

Figure (2) shown the X-ray diffraction of zinc oxide thin films prepared with laser energy 

(100mJ) and at wavelength 1064 nm, the films were polycrystalline in hexagonal phase, notice 

appearing new peaks of cubic phase represent with plane (101)and angle 43.9
0
 as compared wit h 

standard value. And have the same thickness at room temperature, the result of x-ray diffraction 

shown the peak position with miller indices(002),(100),(110),(101) and (102)with crystallite size 

value between (46.98-56.57)nm and there where shifting in peaks position , the highest value where 

for plane(002) and its  lattice constant (a and c )where close to the standard values. The crystallite 

size was measured by using Scherer equation. The parameter of x-ray diffraction such crystallite 

size, intensity bond length, dislocation density, and other shown in table (1) of (002) plane. 
 

 
 

Fig. (2) X-ray diifraction of pure ZnO thin films 

 

Figures (3) and (4)  shown the x-ray diffraction of ZnO doped Cu  with weight percentage                

(6 and 9)% respectively with laser energy (100 mJ)  at wavelength (1064 nm) , the figures have 

shown that after doping the intensity of peaks decreased  lead to decreased the intensity of  plane 

(002) the decreased in the height of peaks indicates a low crystalline in the  films and increased 

crystal defect, the crystallite size  that calculated by using equation (3) decreased after doping to 

(34.70 and 44.49 nm) for (6 and 9) % respectively ,as shown in table (1) and other  parameter of x-

ray diffraction such as intensity bond length , dislocation density and other of (002) pattern. This is 

mainly because of the nucleation and subsequent growth rate with increasing Cu concentration 

which attributed to the difference between ionic radius of zinc and copper ions [15].  
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Fig. (3)  X-ray diifraction of ZnO thin films doped with  Cu (6%) 

 

 
 

Fig. (4) X-ray diffraction of ZnO thin films doped with Cu (9%) 

 

Table 1. The structural parameters calculated from XRD for pure & doped ZnO thin  films 

 
 

3.2 AFM & SEM Analysis 
The results of  topography surface shown in  Figure (5) of ZnO thin films by using atom force 

microscopy (AFM) on glasses substrate prepared with laser energy (100mJ)  ,wavelength (1064 nm) 

, and (250 
o
C)temperature notice that the grains at  film surface have a high homogeneity with mean 

grain size (86 nm). 

 

 

Sample 

 2θ d(A
o
) β(rad) hkl 

G.s(n

m) I ƹ a(A
o
) c(A

o
) δ(nm)

-2
 L( A

o
) 

ZnO 35.15 2.5509 0.15 002 56 400 0.0355 2.8289 4.8998 0.0334 1.5435 

ZnO+Cu 

%6 34.8 2.5793 0.21 002 39.9 350 0.0501 2.9758 5.1543 0.0635 1.7288 

ZnO+Cu 

%9 34.89 2.5695 0.18 002 46.66 390 0.0429 2.9684 5.1414 0.0465 1.7192 
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Fig. (5)  AFM of pure ZnO thin films 
 

After doping Cu with weight percentage (6 and 9 )% notice that from surface topography of the 

film when doping with 6% the grain have a high homogeneity with mean grain size (80.96nm) , 

while at 9% the mean grain size where (53.51 nm) , and notice that the mean grain size decreased 

when the  doping increased due to nucleation and subsequent growth rate with increasing Copper  

concentrations[15] as shown in figures (6) and (7). 
 

  
 

Fig. (6)  AFM of ZnO thin films doped with Cu (6%) 

 

 
 Fig. (7)  AFM of ZnO thin films doped with  Cu (9%) 

 

The topography surface of ZnO thin film was examined by using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) from the image in figure (8) one can noticed that the nano grains have a good homogeneity 

with some vacancy between the grain in the high layer with presence some height appeared in white 

color , where the shape of particle determines by the laser  incident angle, and  according to its  

height and low from the surface, from the figure resulted that the grains have rod-like structure 
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.where it in grain growth stage , prefer  in the vertical on base   direct  that indicate to c-axis ,the 

diameter value(31-22 nm) , which proved grown of wurtzite structure, While EDX diagram shown 

the presence of ZnO .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. (8)  SEM of pure ZnO  thin films 
 

The topography surface of ZnO doping with Cu shown in figures (9) and (10) which illustrated 

the image of scanning electron microscopic , noticed from the results that the film where highly 

homogeneity with presence of large spherical at doping rate 6% with low percentage , while when 

doping with 9%  the particles more packing with appearing some large particles resulted from  

fusion between the small grain (coalescences) , also notice that the grain size decreased when the 

doping rate increased because increased neutral center . The EDX diagram didn’t show any other 

phase which indicate that the doping substitution type because closeness between Zn and Cu  

atom. 

 

Fig. (9)  SEM of ZnO thin films doped with Cu (6%) 
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Fig. (10)  SEM of ZnO thin films doped with Cu (9%) 

  

4. Conclusions 

In this study we have reported the synthesis of pure zinc oxide thin films and doped with (6 and 

9) % weight percentage of copper by using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on glass substrate, the X-

ray diffraction shown that pure ZnO thin films were polycrystalline in hexagonal phase with 

evidence of cubic phase. After doping with copper the calculations from XRD data shown that there 

is decreasing in crystallite size while there is increasing in crystal defect of the thin films. The XRD 

calculations also shown there is increasing in bond length, dislocation density, lattice constants            

(a & c) and strain for ZnO doping with Cu compare with pure ZnO thin films. The analysis of 

topography surface of thin films by AFM and SEM confirm these results.  
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